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Getting Started …………………………………………

Getting Started …………………………………………

1. All of us have been a part of teams – sports teams, school project
teams, work project teams, and many more. Describe a favorite
team you have been a part of? What challenges did that team
face? What made that team great?
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Getting Into God’s Word ……………………………
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Read Romans 12:3-6a
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1. How is using your gifts and talents to serve others different from
the way most people understand “ministry”?
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2. Why do we serve each other? What building blocks did Pastor Ty
mention to serving each other? What verses Pastor Ty used stand
out in your memory as key principles about serving each other?
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Applying It In My Life …………………………………

Applying It In My Life …………………………………

1. Pastor Ty mentioned four important components of building a
successful team – trust, empathy, accommodation and mission.
Why are these components vital to a successful team? What
occurs when they are absent? Which of these would you like to
see growth in?
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2. How have you seen God use your talents and gifts to serve in the
church and in the community? How would you like to grow in
serving others? What is your next step?
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